
The 2016 Hong Kong RS Feva Club Championships 
originally were scheduled for 16 and 17 January. On day 
one, the course was set off Ocean Park, but increasing 

winds, gusting more than 25 knots on the race area, made it 
tough on the younger and lighter competitors who had entered 
into the event. After giving sailors the opportunity to head out, 
racing eventually was abandoned after conditions proved just 
too tough. Multiple capsizes and some gear failure gave rise to 
safety concerns had the racing continued. 

The second scheduled day saw conditions almost 
the complete opposite; with almost zero breeze, fog and 
some heavy rain at times during the morning. After a 
postponement, racing was abandoned just before lunch with 
concerns that even if conditions did improve, only two or 
three rather short races might have been possible within the 
race time limit. 

As it turned out, there was indeed an abrupt change of weather, 
with great breeze later in the day; but with the decision already 
taken, dates for a resail were already being considered.

Six weeks later
The selected resail weekend was 27 and 28 February. Day one 
saw Race Officer Elberti Uiterwaal-Postma setting a 0.4 nm 
windward-leeward course in Stanley Bay. Quick thinking and 
shortening of the course with reducing breeze allowed a good 
race with Thorwen and Matthew winning over Thibault and Eloi 
in second place. Race two saw a predicted wind shift come in 
after the first leg and another shortening, while the third race 
of the day was sailed successfully after resetting the course. 
Thorwen and Matthew seemed unstoppable with three bullets 
after day one, happy in their brand-new Feva!
The second day dawned with the promise of more breeze 
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and sunshine. The competitors were rewarded with a reliable 
eight to 12 knots, again sailing in Stanley Bay. This time no 
shortened courses were needed, but the stronger tide did 
catch out a few sailors.

Velocity made good
The big debate of the day was VMG – velocity made good. In 
simple terms, this is the trade-off between speed and progress 
toward the mark. Hoisting the asymmetrical gennaker and 
sailing the angles was giving competitors greater boat speed, 
but resulting in a much longer distance to travel. Several boats 
opted to soak directly downwind on a run without the third 

sail, and on some legs significant gains were made. However, 
the leaders, Thorwen and Matthew, kept their wits about 
them and managed to gybe onto good downwind lanes to stay 
between the bottom mark and their rivals.

After all six races had been completed, Thorwen and 
Matthew had the championships well and truly won, discarding 
a first place and winning convincingly with five bullets!

Close-fought points
Further down the standings it was much closer, with two 
points separating second and third place, and a single point 
between fourth and fifth. Special mention must be made of the 
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Prize-giving

ABC’s Casey Law, the youngest helm, with his crew Callum 
Henderson, finishing fifth, but consistently improving; rather 
sadly waiting until the very last race to score a second place!

Big thanks go to our Race Officer Elberti, and also to ABC 
members Michele Clarke and Jo Lacy, who volunteered to 
help on the committee boat. 
Monster Marine supplied Rooster gift vouchers, Ocean Park 
sent over some free entrance tickets, and our friends at RS 
Sailing in the UK arranged free event hoodies for  
every competitor!

More than a training boat
The Royal Hong Kong Yacht Club has recently bought some 
new RS Feva dinghies, and over in Macau a fleet of eight Fevas 
now are in regular use. We hope to see a growing number of 
sailors who prove that that the Feva offers more than just a 
training boat. 

This summer a number of Hong Kong sailors will travel 
to the Feva Worlds in Spain – good luck to the whole team! 
Updates will be posted right here in Horizons! 
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